Release Conditions

- Release Conditions can now be set for NOT completing certain activities. These new Release Conditions may be used anywhere in D2L where the Release Conditions feature is supported, including as condition for trigger of Intelligent Agents. Please note: It is advised that if you are creating an Intelligent Agent based upon a Release Condition of NOT completing an activity you should use an agent Schedule and set both Start and End dates on the Schedule.

 Dropbox

- When viewing Dropbox submissions the "Next Student" button will now correctly advance to the next student on the user list. (Previously the "Next Student" button was incorrectly advancing to a student based upon an ID number making it appear as if the advancement went to a random user.)

Special Access

- Date fields on Special Access screen will now auto fill with dates already set for the activity to which Special Access is being added.

Supported Browsers

- The list of supported browsers for use with D2L has been updated.